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ABSTRACT
Due to rising threat of internet attacks, especially distributed denial-of-service (DDoS), traceback problem has
become very relevant to internet security these days. The web services can get vulnerable to denial of services
(DoS) or xml denial of services (xdos) attack which hamper web services by crashing the service provider and
its services. In order to rescue from such attacks, there are some techniques that are being introduced such as
traceback architecture, framework, grid, authentication and the validation. Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) allows the communications interaction between different web services. The messages of SOAP are
constructed using either Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) and/or Extensible Mark-up Language (XML).
In a way to find the real source of Internet attacks, we must be capable of discovering the origin of IP packets
without having to rely on the source IP address field. This capability is known as IP trace back. To address the
problem of kinds of internet attacks against cloud web services discussed above there is a need to differentiate
the legitimate and illegitimate messages. This work has been used to not only trace DDoS attacking packets but
it also enhances filtering attacking traffic. This holds a wide array of applications for other security systems. We
have taken three types of filters namely MATCH, MARK, MAKE OVER and DUMP[13]. Then we use ECC
algorithm to protect the genuine/legitimate data. The ECC algorithm will compress the original file, encrypts
the plaintext data into cipher text and then hides the message being exposed to the attacker.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing involves deploying groups of remote servers and software networks that allows centralized
data storage and online access to computer services or resources. In a Cloud computing environment, resources
are pooled to provide infrastructure, platform and software as services to many possible users by sharing the
available resources. In this model customers sign in into the cloud to access IT resources that are priced and
provided on-demand. Due to the rising threat of internet attacks, especially distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attack, Traceback problem has become very relevant to internet security. Since the DDoS attackers spoof the
source address, tracing them is very difficult. DDoS attack actually hamper web services by crashing the service
provider and its services. The proposed approach is very simple to implement, scalable enough and helps rescue
from DDoS attacks more effectively since these attacks can only be detected and cannot be prevented. This
approach uses ECC(Elliptical Curve Cryptography)algorithm to compress/encrypt/hide the original data being
exposed to the attacker.
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1.1 Attributes of Cloud
Some of the essential attributes of the cloud model are security, reliability, availability, scalability, QoS, ondemand self service, broadband network access, resource pooling and rapid elasticity. The cloud can be
characterized as private, public, community or uses. In public cloud computing model, services such as
applications and storage, are available for general use over the Internet. Services of public cloud may be offered
on a pay-per-usage mode or other purchasing models. IBM‟s Blue Cloud is an example of a public cloud.
Private cloud is a virtualized data center that operates within a particular firewall. These types of cloud are
highly virtualized, joined together by mass quantities of IT infrastructure into resource pools, and privately
owned and managed. A hybrid cloud is a mixture of public and private clouds. Community cloud is an
infrastructure shared by several organizations which supports a specific community. The cloud delivers its
services in the form of software, platform and infrastructure. Costly applications like ERP, CRM will be
offloaded onto the cloud by provider. They run at providers cost. Platform includes the languages, libraries etc.
and the database, operating system, network bandwidth comes under infrastructure.

1.2 Security Concerns
Trustworthiness is one of the key concerns of the cloud service provider. Organizations are carefully deceiving
both their sensitive and insensitive data to cloud to fetch required services. Cloud works on pay per use basis.
Suppose a DoS attacker intentionally sends numerous requests to cloud then the owner of that particular cloud
will have to process more requests at a time. Meanwhile, if other genuine users sends request to the server on
cloud, their service will be denied since the server will be busy serving the DoS attacker. The other worst case is
DDoS attack, where the attacker compromises some more hosts to send the flood request.

1.3 Denial-of-Service Attack/ Distributed Denial-of-Service Attack
A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS attack) is an attempt
to make a machine or network resource unavailable to its intended users. A DoS attack generally consists of
efforts to temporarily or indefinitely interrupt or suspend services of a host connected to the internet. This attack
hamper web services by crashing the service provider and its services. DoS attacks are illustrated in figure
1.3(a).

Fig1.3(a): DDoS Attack
1.3.1 Modes of Attack
In a denial-of-service attack, the attacker makes an explicit attempt to prevent legitimate users of a service from
using that service. Two common forms of DoS attacks are: 1. those that crash services and, 2. those that flood
services.
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II. RELATED WORK
In a Cloud computing environment, cloud servers that provide requested cloud services, may sometime crash
after they receive huge amount of request [16]. This situation is called Denial Of service

attack. Cloud

Computing is one of today's most exciting technologies due to its ability to reduce costs associated with
computing while increasing flexibility and scalability for computer processes. Cloud Computing is changing the
IT delivery model to provide on-demand self-service access to a shared pool of computing resources (physical
and virtual) via broad network access to offer reduced costs, capacity utilization, higher efficiencies and
mobility. Recently Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on clouds has become one of the serious threats
to this buzzing technology. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks continue to plague the Internet.
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks are a significant problem because they are very hard to detect,
there is no comprehensive solution and it can shut an organization off from the Internet. The primary goal of an
attack is to deny the victim's access to a particular resource. In this paper, we want to review the current DoS
and DDoS detection and defence mechanism.
The main problem faced in a cloud environment is the Distributed denial of service (DDoS) [17]. During such a
DDoS attack all consumers will get affected at the same time and will not be able to access the resources on the
cloud. All client users send their request in the form of XML messages and they generally make use of the
HTTP protocol. So the threat coming from distributed REST attacks are more and easy to implement by the
attacker, but such attacks are generally difficult to detect and resolve by the administrator. So to resolve these
attacks we introduce a specific approach to providing security based on various filters. We make use of five
different filters which are used to detect and resolve XML and HTTP DDoS attack. This allows the security
expert to detect the attack before it occurs and block or remove the suspicious client.
Pushback is a mechanism for defending against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks [18]. DDoS attacks
are treated as a congestion-control problem, but because most such congestion is caused by malicious hosts not
obeying traditional end-to-end congestion control, the problem must be handled by the routers. Functionality is
added to each router to detect and preferentially drop packets that probably belong to an attack.
Upstream routers are also notified to drop such packets (hence the term Pushback) in order that the router‟s
resources be used to route legitimate traffic. In this paper we present an architecture for Pushback, its
implementation under FreeBSD, and suggestions for how such a system can be implemented in core routers.
Cloud Computing is an emerging area nowadays. Researchers are working on all aspects of cloud viz [19].
cloud network architecture, scheduling policies, virtualization, hypervisor performance scalability, I/O
efficiency, data integrity and data confidentiality of data intensive applications. The dynamic nature of cloud
presents researchers new area of research that is cloud forensics. Cloud Forensics is the branch of forensics for
applying computer science knowledge to prove digital artifacts. The DDOS is the widely used attack in cloud
environment. To do the forensics of DDOS if it is identified a possible detection and prevention mechanisms
would aid in cloud forensics solutions and evidence collection and segregation. This paper presents different
types of DDOS attack at the different layers of OSI model with increasing complexity in performing attack and
focuses more on prevention and detection of DDOS at different layer of OSI and effect of DDOS in cloud
computing.
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The theoretical background of our proposed work is taken from reference [13]. We are giving security to the
confidential data by using ECC algorithm. This algorithm inhibits stronger encryption, efficient performance,
high scalbility and future of crypto tech.

III. PROPOSED WORK
Flaws either in users‟ implementation of a network or in the standard specification of protocols has resulted in
gaps that allow various kinds of network attack to be launched. Of the kinds of network attacks, denial-ofservice flood attacks have caused the most severe impact. Cloud computing suffers from major security threat
problem by HTTP and XML Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The combination of HTTP and XML messages
that are intentionally sent to flood and destroy the communication channel of the cloud service provider is called
as HX-DoS attack. To address this issue, there is a need to differentiate the genuine or legitimate message and
illegitimate message.
HX-DoS attack involves an attacker who compromises a client having an account to access the cloud service
provider server. Therefore, the attacker gets direct connection through the system. Then the attacker will install
HX-DoS attack program at the user end and initiates it. The XDoS attack can take place in few ways: First, a
network can be flooded with XML messages (instead of packets), in order to prevent legitimate users to network
communication. Next, if the attacker floods the web server with XML requests, it will affect the availability of
these web services. Finally, attackers manipulate the message content, so that the result web server gets crash.
In order to differentiate them, the first method adopts Intrusion Detection System (IDS) by usinga decision tree
classification system called as MATCH filter. MATCH filter is located one hop away from host. The rule set of
MATCH filter has been built up over time to identify the known HDoS and X-DoS messages. The well known
HX-DoS attack is XML injection or XML Payload Overload, MATCH filter is trained and tested to identify
these known attacks. After thedetection of HX-DoS message, MATCH filter drops the packet which matches the
rule set. The packets are subjected to marking after they are examined by the MATCH filter. The ECC
algorithm is used to convert the plaintext data into corresponding cipher text so that the attacker cannot view the
original data being transmitted. The ECC algorithm will compress the file, encrypts it and hides the message
from DDoS attacker.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Consider two legitimate users and an attacker. User sends data through three filters namely, MATCH filter,
MARK filter and MAKE OVER and DUMP filter to the server.
The message will be identified and if it is from an attacker then that message will be dropped before it reaches
the server.
Modulo packet marking consists of two routers:
1. Edge router
2. Core router
On the victim side, by the time the victim starts collecting marked packets, all routers in the network will
already have invoked the packet marking procedure. In extension, the victim does not have any knowledge
about the real network or the attack graph. But the victim only knows the marking probability that the routers
use.
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It is appareled with the ability to mark packets as in the original Probabilistic Packet Marking(PPM) algorithm
where each router shares the same marking probability. In specific, a router can either be a transit router or a
leaf router. A transit router is a router that forwards traffic from upstream routers to its downstream routers or to
the victim, whereas a leaf router is a router whose upstream router is connected to client computers and not to
routers and forwards the clients‟ traffic to its downstream routers or to the victim. Assuredly, the clients are
mixed with genuine as well as malicious parties. Likewise, every router will be having only one outgoing route
toward the victim named “outgoing route toward the victim” and this can be further justified by the fact that
modern routing algorithms favor the construction of routing trees.The plaintext data inside the packet will be
converted into cipher text data using ECC algorithm so that when an attacker tries to get the data, he will be
unable to read the original plain text data. The most essential features of an ECC are as follows: stronger
encryption, efficient performance, high scalbility and future of crypto tech.
1.Stronger encryption:
● shorter key than RSA.
● 256-bit ECC = 3072-bit RSA.
● 10 times harder to crack than RSA 2048.
● meets NIST standards.
2.Efficient Performance:
● efficiency increases with higher server loads.
● utilizes less server CPU.
● ideal for mobile devices.
3. High Scalability:
● large SSL deployment without additional hardware.
● securing the enterprise: uses fewer resources, lower costs.
4. Future of crypto tech:
● viable for many years.
● built for internet of Things.
● supports billions of new devices coming online.
● Ideal for open networks.
● truly “future proof” trust infrastructure in place.

4.1 Goals
The denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are addressed, where they try to suspend services of a host connected to
the internet. The major goal of this project is to filter the genuine message from the message and pass that
genuine message to the server, so that only genuine user can get resources of Cloud server. And the ECC
algorithm is used so that the raw data is encrypted and is converted to cipher text so as to make it difficult the
attacker to identify the message. Figure 4.1(a) demonstrates ECC.
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Fig4.1(1): Elliptical Curve Cryptography
4.2 Modules
In a DDoS attack, an attacker compromises a client who has an account to access the cloud service provider
server. By this way they get a direct connection through the system. The attacker then installs the DoS attack
program at the user end and initiates it. To differentiate them, the first method adopts Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) by using a decision tree classification system called as MATCH. MATCH filter is located one
hop away from host. MATCH‟s rule set has been built up over time to identify the known DDoS messages.
With the help of known DDoS attacks like XML injection or XML Payload Overload, MATCH filter is able to
be trained and tested to identify these known attributes. Upon detection of DDoS message, MATCH filter drops
the packet which matches the rule set. After MATCH examines all the packets, they are subjected to marking.
Next marking scheme is the Mark algorithm. As the packets travel via network, they are marked with router
information using modulo technique. Upon trace-back request, reverse modulo is used to make over the path
traversed by the packets. The marking is done on both edge and core routers. When an edge router decides to
mark an incoming packet, it fetches the code to be marked that corresponds to physical address of the host from
the lookup table and encodes it into the packet. The edge router requires one bit for indicating whether the
packet is marked or not and few bits for marking code and it maintains a lookup table called MAC to ID table,
which has physical address of the hosts attached to the network and equivalent numeric code for each of the
physical addresses.
The core router marks the packet only if that packet has been already marked by the edge router. Else, it would
simply forward the packets. Core router maintains a table called MAC to Interface which contains the physical
addresses of all of its hardware input interfaces and link numbers assigned to each of these interfaces.
When a router decides to mark, it consults the table to find the link number assigned to the inbound interface.
The core router uses the modulo technique for marking is calculated as in Equation 1,
New marking information= current marking information × number of interfaces on the router + the link number
(1)
Make over and Dump filter, which is built from the IDP and its location is one hop back from the victim.
Specifically, the host follows the same path (shortest path) across the routers for sending the packet to its
destination. Make Over and Dump component maintains the information about each host and its equivalent
packet marking value. If the marking value matches the stored value, it forwards the packet to respective host.
During the time of the attack, when host spoofs the IP address of another host, the packet marking value differs
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from the value stored in the Make Over and Dump filter. This happens because: For marking, MATCH filter
uses MAC address instead of the IP address. Therefore, the packets are dumped at the victim side and Make
Over and Dump requests for the trace-back.
The ECC algorithm takes place in following steps [14]:
Step1: Select any master file from embed message.
Step2: Select a random picture from the local drive.
Step3: After master file has been selected, select output file to embed message.
Step4: If the file should be compressed, then click on check box compress.
Step5: If the message should be encrypted, then Click on checkbox encrypt message.
Step6: If the message should be hidden, then type message in message box and click on go

button, then

dialog will be appear with operation is successful or not.
Step7: Close embedding message window by clicking on close button.
Step8: To retrieving encrypted, hidden, compressed message click on retrieve message button and select the
output file.
Step9: click on go button and enter the encrypted password for retrieving message.
ElGamal Elliptic curve encryption algorithm is as follows:
Input: Parameters field of elliptic curve (p,E,P,n), public key Q, plain text m.
Output: Ciphertext(C1,C2).
Begin
1. Represent the message m as a point M in E (Fp)
2. Select k

R^[1,n 1].

3. Compute C1 = kP
4. Compute C2 = M+kQ.
5. Return (C1,C2)
End.
ElGamal Elliptic curve decryption algorithm is as follows:
Input: Parameters field of elliptic curve (p, E, P, n), private key D,cipher text (C1,C2).
Output: Plain text m.
Begin
1. Compute M = C2 – dC1, and m from M.
2. Return (m).
End.
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4.3 Flowchart

Flow Chart

V. CONCLUSION
HTTP or XML-Based DoS attacks are one of the most serious threats to cloud computing. Detection of these
attacks can be effectively done by using marking approach based on packets on the attacker side and the
detected packets are filtered by dropping the marked packets on the victim side. Therefore, the packet marking
overhead and the false positive rate of DoS attacks are effectively reduced. DDoS attack detection scenario is
improved by replacing the Cloud Protector with Make Over and Dump on the victim side and the introduction
of MATCH filter and MARK filter at the source side. By this, enhancement of the reduction of the false positive
rate is done and increase in the detection and filtering of DDoS attacks is possible. By the use of ECC algorithm,
the victim can never be able to access the original text. The future work can be extended by integrating the
proposed system with the source end defensive systems to detect on MAC spoofing[13].
VI. SNAPSHOTS
The snapshots of the output after we apply ECC algorithm to our plaintext is as shown below:
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Plain text for before applying ECC algorithm

Cipher text after applying the ECC algorithm
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